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ABSTRACT

PREDICTING EMERGENCY ROOM WORKLOAD

USING PATIENT WAIT-TIMES AND CENSUS DATA

Devan Blanscett

Department of Physics

Bachelor of Science

Hospitals collect vast quantities of data and use it to make various business

and healthcare decisions. At Ashley Regional Medical Center the Emergency

Department collects data on patient wait times as they move through treat-

ment stages. Additionally the Emergency Department collects nurse workload

data which directly tracks the amount of work each nurse does. I analyzed

patient wait-time data to discover if patient wait-time data can be used to

predict how busy the Emergency Room will be on any give day and hour.

My findings are compared to nurse workload data to determine if my methods

accurately predict ER busyness. Nurse workload data, along with the experi-

ence and observations of Ashley Regional Medical Center’s Doctors and staff,

suggest that the methods used could predict how busy the ER will be. Results

are not definitive due to time and data restrictions but are promising enough

to possibly warrant further research.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Part of improving as an organization is collecting and analyzing data related to your

work. Ashley Regional Medical Center’s emergency department collects data on how

long it takes to treat a patient, how often their nurses log on to check or report on

orders completed, and so on. This data is used to find areas of improvement, discover

practices that are working well, and to make staffing decisions. For my research

project I chose to analyze patient wait times along with nurse workload points to

see if this data can be used to predict how busy the emergency department will be.

Having additional methods to anticipate busyness could help predict staffing needs.

If you know when the emergency room (ER) will be busy you can staff more nurses

to handle the increased workflow. Additionally, being able to predict when the ER is

likely to be busy can help optimize patient flow. When I shadowed Dr Daniels DO

in the ER I discovered that a decent percentage of ER patients don’t come in with

urgent conditions. Patients with Medicaid have insurance coverage for “non-urgent or

non-emergency services” [2] and as a result will go to the ER for conditions that might

be better suited for their primary care physician. [1] I know that urgent patients get

priority over non-urgent patients and I assume that having fewer non-urgent patients
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2 Chapter 1 Introduction

in the ER when an urgent patient arrives would improve the quality of treatment for

both groups. This assumption is based on the knowledge that non-urgent patients can

tie up resources. Once a patient is in bed they typically don’t leave until they’ve been

treated, diagnosed, and discharged. [1] If you have a high population of non-urgent

patients when an urgent patient arrives there would be fewer resources to treat the

urgent patient. Additionally, during my shadowing experiences there was typically no

more than one or two doctors, or physicians assistants, staffed alongside the nurses.

While urgent patients are being treated the medical professional(s) involved aren’t

available to assist non-urgent patients. This leads me to assume that the ER is busy

when there are urgent patients to treat. If non-urgent patients are able visit when

the ER is less likely to be busy both groups will get a higher quality of care. In this

paper I’ll describe the process I used to analyze patient wait times to see if there is

a correlation between patient wait times and how busy the ER is, with the intent of

predicting when the ER will be busy based on past data.



Chapter 2

Available Data and Sorting

Methods

When doing research pertaining to the medical field it is worth noting that there

are significant restrictions when accessing data. Most of the restrictions come from

HIPAA. To summarize the restrictions, any information related to a patients health

and all identifying information can only be accessed by the healthcare employees

directly involved in that patients treatment unless expressly stated in writing by the

patient. [3] As a result the data I have access to consisted of pie graphs depicting

number of patient arrivals by day of week (DOW), patient arrival by hour, patient

departure by hour, patient acuity (urgent, semi-urgent, resuscitation, etc.) and a

“nurse workload chart/detail”. None of this conflicted with HIPAA because it didn’t

contain medical, or identifying, information. Each of there reports were printed and

most contained data for the entire year of 2019. However, the computer became

unresponsive when the ER staff attempted to print more than a weeks worth of

workload data. The ER staff explained that each time a nurse logs into their computer

system to check an order, or report on the filling of an order, the system increases the

3



4 Chapter 2 Available Data and Sorting Methods

total “Workload points”. [4] The report contains a line for every hour of the day. For

each row there are columns contains total work points generated that hour throughout

the week, average workload per day, the total number of nurses staffed during that

hour, average number of nurses per hour per day, and the workload points per nurse

(Total Workload/Total Nurse Count).

Figure 2.1 Beginning of ad hoc report. Each data point represent total
number of patients departing the hospital or an average wait-time for patients
to move between treatment stages. Data for each day is shown then sub
divided into averages for each hour, and data for each our is further filtered
by disposition location.

The report that I spent the most time with was an ad hoc summary of average

wait times grouped by arrival DOW, departure hour, and disposition location (lo-

cation the patient went to after treatment. For example: home, ICU, jail/police,

Med surg, etc). As seen in Figure 2.1 for each day/hour/disposition location I had

13 columns of data: Census, % of total, A to T, A to IB, A to CC, A to D, R to

T, T to R, IB to CC, IB to Init Phys, IB to Init Phcp, Init Phys to D, and CC

to D where A=arrival, T=triage/condition evaluation, IB=in bed, CC=care com-

plete, D=disposition/departure, R=registration/checked in, Init Phys=initial physi-

cian visit and Init Phcp=initial primary health care provider visit. Of these categories

I ignored data in the T to R and IB to Init Phcp columns. Going to triage before

being registered and having your primary care physician visit you in the ER are rare

enough occurrences to only have produced a handful of data points among 1000+

lines of data. Data showing wait-times by disposition location was excluded from
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my analysis. Given that part of my research was developing methods to analyze the

data, I determined it would be more efficient to develop and test method ideas with

a smaller data set first. Unfortunately I never did have the time to input and analyze

the deposition data. My internship ended a month early due to the sars-covid-19

pandemic of 2020.

Having decided to start my research with a smaller data set I input the data into

an Excel workbook. Data for each day was inserted in its own sheet. Figure 2.2

shows the first portion of Monday’s data. In order to confirm I had correctly input

Figure 2.2 This is an example of what the data for each day looks like
when entered. This table is for Monday’s data. Green cells indicate a unique
data point in that column with exception for “% of total”, which mirrors the
census column and wasn’t used for our analysis.

hourly data I calculated the total census and the average wait-time for each category.

I compared these totals and averages to the row containing totals and averages for

the entire day. As seen in Figure 2.3 I discovered that the total census calculated

matched the report but none of the averages matched the daily averages found in the

report. After careful analysis I realized that because the data points are averages I

might not be able to check data entry by comparison to a daily average. To test if

you can compare an average of averages to the mean of a data set I created a new
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sheet where I dragged a random number generator function down N (100+) rows. I

then created a formula calculated a rolling average of the 10 adjacent cells (average

of 1-10, then 2-11, 3-12 and so on) and propagated that formula to the N-10 row.

Afterwards I compared an average of those averages to a cell that took the average

of the entire data set. The two were never the same. By adjusting N and the number

of cells in my rolling average I was able to get repeated trials closer, but never close

enough to be the same number with any amount of confidence. After confirming

that comparing the day’s average to an average of all the hours would never work, I

checked the entries manually.

Figure 2.3 Totals and averages for all the hours were taken by column and
compared to the row that represents the entirety of that day’s data.



Chapter 3

Analytical Methods

In order to determine if patient wait-times can determine how busy an ER is we need

to know what “busy” means, what that looks like for the ER and what the data

looks like when it is busy. According to dictionary.com, as an adjective, busy means

”1: actively and attentively engaged in work or a pastime 2 not at leisure; otherwise

engaged 3: full of or characterized by activity”. [5] I assume a larger census and

longer wait-times indicate a busier ER. Having more patients directly increases the

amount of work to do. Longer wait-times for patients indicate that staff had more

to do because it took them longer to treat each patient. If these assumptions are

accurate then the hours with the longest wait-times and highest census counts should

be busier. Given that in the ad hoc summary report the census column indicates

the number of patients who were discharged that hour, it could be argued that lower

census numbers would indicate a busier ER. However, almost all of the categories

that represent the bulk of a patients treatment (A to CC, A to D, IB to CC and IP

to D) have data points above 60 and several close to or above 120. In other words,

a majority of patients visiting Ashley Regional Medical Center’s ER spend at least

one hour, if not two, being treated. If a patient left the ER anytime after the half

7



8 Chapter 3 Analytical Methods

hour mark then they contributed to the ER workload for the majority of that hour.

Similarly, patients arriving after the half hour mark contribute more to the next hours

workload instead of their arrival hour. Therefore I assume that departure data is just

as valid as arrival data would be in regards to relating census to workload.

For each day’s data I sorted each column in the table from largest to smallest

value. I then copied the sorted “Hour of the day” column into a new table as de-

picted in Figure 3.1. While creating the “Busiest hours by: ” tables I wondered how

Excel sorted rows containing non-unique values. When Excel encounters two or more

duplicate cells it uses the hours column as a second sort layer. To fix this problem

I created a new category called “Avg Wait Times” which is a average of all wait

times found in that hour. I justified using this calculated value as a second sort layer

because of the assumption that busier hours have longer average wait-times. If there

isn’t a correlation between wait-times and workload then wait-times can’t be used to

predict workload and the question of sorting becomes a moot point.

With the hours sorted by category I reasoned that if hour A is consistently sorted

higher on the list than hour B, then our assumption about longer wait times dictates

hour A is busier than hour B. Additionally, each category that sorts hour A over

hour B supports the claim that hour A is busier. In Figure 3.1 I created two columns

labeled “duplicates” and “busiest hour” next to the wait-time categories. I started

with Sunday’s “busiest hours by” table and manually counted all repeated hours in

each row. Initially I attempted to use the mode function provided by Excel but

couldn’t discover a way to have it return more than one mode, let alone additional

repeated values. After I counted the duplicate values I quickly discovered there was

no possible way to empirically determine the busiest hour with this method. As you

can see in Figure 3.1 I started running into problems on line two where 16:00 showed

up three times compared to 6:00 with two counts. If I chose 16:00 as the second
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busiest hour then I’d have a problem determining the third busiest hour where 16:00

had four counts followed by two counts of 23:00 and 18:00. If I chose the second

highest count, 6:00, for line two I could use 16:00 for third place and avoid choosing

between two equally represented hours. Because 16:00 was better represented in row

three and there was an additional hour well represented in row two, I placed 6:00 in

second place and 16:00 in third. Knowing each hour could only appear once I ignored

further repeated values for hours I had already placed. The seventh line only has one

duplicate, 19:00 with three counts. Without any other repeated values I had to place

19:00 in seventh place. However, I had already placed 19:00 in sixth place where

it has four counts. If placed 19:00 in slot 7 then slot 6 has to be filled with 5:00.

If 5:00 fills slot 6 then slot 4 has to be 18:00. However, if you remove 18:00 from

the listing then it can’t also be in slot 5 where it had the highest representation for

18:00 among all slots. After attempting to sort these first seven lines I decided this

methodology had too many arbitrary/subjective rules and was too prone to human

error to successfully and empirically determine which hours are busier.

My next idea was to develop a scoring system. Every time an hour showed up

in row one it got one point, two for instances in row two, three for row three, and

so on. I reasoned that if a particular hour has a lower score then it was higher

up on the sorted list for more categories. In order to calculate busy hour scores I

created two more tables on Sunday’s sheet to propagate the Excel formulas I used to

calculate busy scores. After using this methodology once I found a way to combine

the two additional tables into one by changing the formulas I used. The busiest score

calculation tables use a column of the hours as reference for search criteria. The

indirect function allows you to turn a string into a cell reference which I used to point

to each row. Using both the reference column and the indirect function I created a

formula to count how many instances of each hour there are in each row. This is
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Figure 3.1 This graph shows the sorted busiest hour lists by category. Bus-
iest hours are on top of the list. Each row was scanned for modes. I used the
last two columns to keep track of the modes for each row and attempted to
use modes to determine which hours were busiest. Degeneracy in the rows
quickly rendered this methodology ineffective.

shown in Figure 3.2 which was taken from Monday’s sheet. From Monday on-wards I

added the point reference row which allowed me to multiply the count by the relevant

row number to directly calculate busy scores. Each row was then summed and a the

scores recorded next to their associated hour in a summary table next to the busy

score calculation table.

After I had all the the busiest scores summed and next to their respective hours I

discovered that I still had duplicate values. I settled this by first point of difference.

For example: on Monday there are three busiest score values of 140 for hours 4:00,

21:00 and 22:00. However, hour 22:00 showed up in row 1 twice compared to 4:00 and

21:00 which first appear in row 4 which appear twice and once respectively. Sorting

by first point of difference is in line with the idea that busier hours show up higher
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Figure 3.2 Totals and averages for all the hours were taken by column and
compared to the row that represents the entirety of that day’s data.

in more categories.

Finally, in order to evaluate my results I sorted busiest hour by nurse workload

points. Figure 3.3 shows the first half of the workload data entered for reference. I

sorted the hours using the values in WLP per nurse, or workload points per nurse,

which is the quotient of the total workload points over the total nurses, or the average

workload points over the average nurses. By using this column I could safely ignore the

fluctuations of staffed nurses because it indicates how busy each nurse is individually.

It already accounts for the number of nurses staffed. Workload points are being to

verify busy hours because they are a direct representation of how busy each nurse is.

As mentioned in the Introduction workload points correspond to number of orders
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completed. An order is any act a nurse does to assist the patient as prescribed by the

managing doctor, nurse practitioner, etc. It covers anything from giving the patient

a robe, to inserting an IV, and even covers giving a Popsicle or lollipop to pediatric

patients who need reassurance or was promised a reward for cooperating. [1] The

comparison to busy hour determined by score can be found in chapter Data Analysis

and Conclusions

Figure 3.3 Data covers a one week time period, specifically the last week
of December in 2019, the same year the rest of the data was generated from.
Both averages in the report are a result of dividing the previous column by
seven, or the number of days that the data covers. WLP and WL stand for
workload points and workload, respectively.



Chapter 4

Data Analysis and Conclusions

In order to more readily compare busy hour by nurse workload vs each day’s busy

scores I put them all together in one table, see Figure 4.1. To more readily identify

trends I used conditional formatting based on value using purple, green and blue.

Each color correlates to a third of the day from midnight to 7:00 for purple, 8:00

to 15:00 for green and 16:00 to 23:00 for blue. While there isn’t a single day’s data

that perfectly predicts busiest hours, as shown by the last week of 2019’s workload

data, there are certain trends that support busy score calculation. Both Dr Perry

and Dr Daniels informed me that the busiest times in the ER are weekends, when

bars close, a few days after the oil workers of Vernal get paid, and when insurance

benefits refresh. [1] [6] All columns agree that the muddy green hours of 8:00 and

9:00, when most people are just waking up, going to work, school, church, etc. are

the slowest times for the emergency room. In contrast it isn’t uncommon for bars to

close around 2:00 or 3:00. The busiest hour on Friday is 4:00 which is a couple hours

after the bars close on Thursday. 4:00 is the also second busiest hour on Tuesday.

Sunday, Monday, Wednesday and Thursday all have their busiest hours between 14:00

and 16:00. This is typically when shifts end. I suspect these are days where several

13
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non-urgent patients come in at a time that works best for them. While this analysis

hasn’t been strictly empirical, the correlation between what Ashley Regional Medical

Center’s doctors have observed and the trends in the busy hour results suggests that

busy score calculation methodology warrants further research.

Along with comparing busiest hours to workload data I compared each day’s

categories to its busiest hour list to determine how closely they matched up. For each

day I compared the sorted hour list by category to the busiest hours list for the day

to determine how well each category predicts the busiest hours. Figure 4.2 shows the

results of this percent match analysis. A to CC has the highest average percent match

at 20.24%, or about five hours in the same location as the busiest hour list out of 24.

IB to CC is second followed by Avg wait times at 19.05% and 18.45% respectively.

IP to D and A to D are the next two highest at 16.67% and 16.07%, or around 4/24.

Each of the categories with at least 4 matches on average contain data of decently

large values. As seen in the ad hoc summary and Monday’s wait times, Figures 2.1

and 2.2 respectively, theses categories consistently have triple digit values compared to

single digit and double digit values in the rest of the wait time categories. Hence these

categories carry more weight in each hour’s average wait time value. The only other

category to have consistent triple digit values is the census category which wasn’t used

to calculate average wait times. The tendency for these specific categories to align

better with the determined busy hour list indicate a possible correlation between how

busy the ER is and an increase in patient wait times. A more direct comparison and

method to determine if there is a correlation, and how strong that correlation might

be, is discussed in chapter Recommendations for Future Research.

Based on the experiences and observations of Ashley Regional Medical Center’s

doctors and staff, predicting busy hours based on past patient wait-times could be

possible. Further research is needed to determine if the methods used here are the
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most efficient methods available or if a simpler approach exists. There also appears to

be a correlation between how busy the ER is and average patient wait times. Further

data acquisition and statistical analysis are required to determine the strength of this

correlation. There might be merit in continuing this line of research as time permits.
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Figure 4.1 Each column labeled with a day contains that day’s busiest hour
list, as determined by busy score calculations. The last column is a sorted list
hours sorted by workload points per nurse. Conditional formatting based on
numerical value with a three color scale was used to visually identify trends.
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Figure 4.2 A comparison of how close each category is to the busiest hour
list for that day. One accurate prediction out of 24 is 4.17% and 33.33%
equates to 8/24 hours matched with the busiest hour for the day.
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Chapter 5

Recommendations for Future

Research

With additional time and data the busy hour score methodology could be empiri-

cally checked using week long data sets. More comparisons over different time frames

between busy score calculations and nurse workload points could be done by expand-

ing the busiest hour by: table to include all relevant points for the nurse workload

data. For example it could be enlightening to take a one week span of wait-times

and combine all seven days into one table to determine busiest hours for that week.

Alternatively, busy score calculations could be done as described here, but compared

to a nurse workload report covering one day with data taken across the same span.

For example, if workload data for every Friday in a given month was generated then

a more direct comparison to the busy score for Friday of the same month could be

made. If the data for both methods represented the same day/week a direct compar-

ison could be made using a chi-squared test to determine if the two busiest hours lists

are statistically distinguishable. If not, then the busy score calculations accurately

predicted busy times for that data set.

19
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Alternatively a Pearson’s r test could be done between wait-times in a category

with nurse workload data for those same hours to determine if there is a direct cor-

relation between longer wait-times for patients and a increase/decrease in workload

points. Directly comparing each category to workload points covering the same time

period could pinpoint a specific category that correlates to increased workloads. With

an established relation a program could be written to scan the last several week’s wait

times for day X and compare to a monthly average for that wait time. If day X is

more than, say, two standard deviations from the average an email with a brief data

summary could be sent to the staffing department with enough time to schedule

additional staff.

Lastly I would find it fascinating to analyze deposition type by hour. For this,

or another data set, categories determined to be key indicators of busyness could be

averaged and any hour significantly above or below the average could be flagged. For

those flagged hours it would be enlightening to see if the proportion of emergency

patients, as determined by deposition location, was different from the average ratio

for that day. Alternatively, the ratio for each hour could be compared to the average

and outlying hours could be flagged. If there isn’t a significant increase in wait times

despite an increase in emergency patients then that would indicate that ER staff are

efficiently treating patients.
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